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have enough common sense to evolve
an arrangement that will work in a
world that includes men of good and
evil intent.
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And everyone knows that your fighting spirit
conquering labor shortage and many other
handicaps is part of the American
that will mean Victory.

Congress Hesitates

news agencies advise that
Henry A. Wallace's chances of becoming Secretary of Commerce have
brightened, due to Senate pressure
for speedy action and a House "spirit
of compromise."
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taryship with the RFC attached."
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did not hesitate to' state his views,
He exhibited "no spirit of compro-- g
mise" in an effort to secure favor-- i
able action upon his nomination. He
met the criticism of his foes headon,
without any apologies for his opin- ions, and openly warned that unless
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In these days of rationing and
tire shortages, let us check your
car regularly for better and long
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Bring your car to us fof tire checks, washing and greasing.
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